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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It was initially planned that someone from the SANSA team who are hosting the DE Africa technical platform would make this presentation, however staff movements made that impossible so I am stepping in.



What is Digital Earth 
Africa?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I would now like to play you a short DE Africa introductory video - which we really feel captures DE Africa’s mission, vision and purpose.Hard copy in the drive https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dLWj5NKNaeQf8zTN8vJEGhq4zx6yuPQb/view?usp=sharing 
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Eye of Sahara: Credit: Contains modified Copernicus Sentinel data 2021, processed by Digital Earth Africa.

Coastal erosion Urbanisation

Agriculture and food securityWater resources and flood risks

Land degradation

Our Vision
DE Africa will provide a routine, reliable and operational service, using Earth observations to deliver decision-ready 
products enabling policy makers, scientists, the private sector and civil society to address social, environmental and 

economic changes on the continent and develop an ecosystem for innovation across sectors.
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Bazaruto Archipelago: Credit: Contains modified Copernicus Sentinel data 2020, processed by Digital Earth Africa.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The governance of DE Africa is guided by several key principlesWe operate according to a number of key principles:



Built on cloud-
enabled CEOS-ARD 
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Space Agencies

Satellite data available through
Digital Earth Africa

COGS/STAC 
AWS S3 
Cape Town

Explorer

Jupyter Sandbox

Map

Studying the Tanzanian Coastline with GeoMAD, 2019, RGB

Monitoring crops in Egypt 2001-2020, Landsat, RGB

Monitoring Mount Nyiragongo, 2018 Sentinel-2 RGB and 2021 
Sentinel-1 

Measuring water extent on rangelands in Etosha National Park, 
Namibia 1992-2021, Landsat, False Colour

Analysis Ready 
Data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Reliable and timely access to ARD is key to the sustainability of the DE Africa Program.We don’t have to maintain bespoke pipeline.Space agencies and trusted data providersCEOS endorsed or developed to be compliant to Cloud optimized Spatial Temporal Asset CatalogPublic dataset programOperationalare free and openare operationally provided by trusted providersoffer frequent and systematic coverage of the continent at moderate to high spatial resolutionhave  proven value and applications in Africa

http://explorer.digitalearth.africa/
https://sandbox.digitalearth.africa/
https://maps.digitalearth.africa/


Cloud Native Geospatial Technology

Collaborative data science using shared and scalable tools 

● Cloud Optimised GeoTIFFs
○ Enable continental and global scale workflows
○ Integration between local, regional and global data

● Spatio-temporal Asset Catalog
○ Enables interoperability
○ Microsoft PC, USGS, DE Aus/Africa, Planet, Sentinel-2 COGs…
○ Development of CEOS CARD4L extension
○ Expanding ODC-STAC compatibility

● Scalable product generation workflows
○ Argo on Kubernetes
○ Automated scene-based or regular scheduled processing
○ Empower scientists to develop, test and scale up
○ Enable rapid iteration
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Monthly NDVI Climatology at 30 m (above), 
using Landsat from 1984 to 2020;
baseline for Vegetation Anomaly Service (left)



Continental services, local 
analysis in sand-boxes, 
rapid transfer of science 
(e.g. from Australia to 
Africa), training materials, 
training environments for 
capacity building, access to 
data, (low-latency) etc.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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Operational Continental Services
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Spectral variability 
within a year

Annual 
representative 
(statistically valid)
cloud-free images

Annual/Semi-annual 
GeoMAD

Water Observations 
from Space

Cropland Extent Map 
(2019)

Monthly NDVI 
Climatology 
and Anomaly

Fractional Cover

+ open source 
tools

+ user training
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Open-source Analysis Tools (Jupyter Notebooks)

100 Open-source 
notebooks

7
Main Topics

7 SDG Indicators 
Supported

Agriculture and 
food security

Water resources 
and flood risk Vegetation Urbanisation

Land 
degradation, land 

cover and 
accounting

EO data, ML & 
Open Data Cube

Coastal and 
marine 

environment

From beginners to 
advanced users

DE Africa Wetland Insight Tool - an interactive notebook Monitoring coastal erosion along Africa’s coastlineCrop and vegetation phenology using optical and radar data



Over 3 PB of EO and derived information products

Thanks to AWS Sustainability Data Initiative

● Landsat, Sentinel-2, Sentinel-1, ALOS/PALSAR ARD
● DEMs, rainfall, land cover, Global Mangrove Watch etc
● DE Africa continental services

Scalable analysis, enabled by 

● Cloud-optimized data format
● Cloud-native processing tools

Discoverability and interoperability, supported by Spatio-
temporal Asset Catalog (STAC) and ODC API (including OGC 
Web Services)

Free analysis environment (Jupyter Sandbox) for training, 
exploration and application development

Free, accessible and usable data
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Accessing data from anywhere
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Water detection using radar in 
SageMaker Studio Lab

https://studiolab.sagemaker.aws/import/github/https:/github.com/mseehaber/dea_sagemaker/blob/master/s1rtc-load-analysis.ipynb


Impact through a 
diverse community 
of users, and uptake 
by governments
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Expanding and engaged user community

● Bilingual Platform, user support and training
● JupyterLab 3.x  interface now available in French 

Worldwide thanks to DE Africa est. team 

>300 certificates 
awarded

● Growing user engagement: >2,000 sandbox 
users; >10,000 unique Terria users

● Bilingual live sessions & awareness sessions

Capacity development & user support Growing user community

Map users

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Major capacity development and user support efforts -  All training platforms, user support and help desk available in English and French. 



Supporting Government Decision Making 
- Ghana Statistical Service

18For more use-cases in Ghana: https://www.digitalearthafrica.org/media-center/blog/digital-earth-africa-
bridging-digital-divide-ghana

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ghana stats service - showcases how DE Africa products / services are used to inform decision making.Integrated DE Africa information into their constituency profiles - Example of national capital accounting… 
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● 14 published use case studies in 
2021 (Kenya, Ghana, Tanzania, 
Botswana, Uganda), across 
government, industry, academic

● 7 use case studies in development 
(Senegal, Benin, Burkina Faso, 
Niger, Botswana, Kenya, Nigeria)

● 2 industry projects supported
● Ongoing crop type mapping and 

national land cover mapping projects 
with TetraTech, FAO

Co-developed 
use-cases

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Through the capacity development and user engagement efforts, a diverse range of user driven case studies are now appearing.All these use cases leverage the continental services and tools



Estimating the 
potential value of DE 
Africa and ARD for 
Africa
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Estimating the value
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WEF, Jan 2021:
EO could contribute $ 3BN 
through agriculture, mining, 
and acceleration of the 
geospatial industry 

Disal Consulting 2021 looked 
at additional areas:

‘.. estimates that an overall 
socio-economic impact of
approximately USD 540 million 
could be achieved per year’

Panaglobo Consulting 
2022 modelled the 
contribution of ARD:

$5.5 bn by 2030



Conclusion

DE Africa shows what is possible 
with free, open and global ARD. 

The benefits will grow over time as 
more and more people are 
empowered with information.
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